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Camp overview
The four-day camp is an opportunity to immerse in Aboriginal language and culture through 
activities which facilitate transmission of traditional knowledge, values and relationships. 
You’ll be staying in the bush, catching and cooking bush tucker, learning about bush 
medicine, listening to family and ancestral stories around the camp fire and learning the 
importance of the land and sacred sites.

Kakadu National Park which is about 250km southeast of Darwin. The camp spot is at 
Kakadu Billabong Safari Camp, 70km downstream of the world-famous Jim Jim Falls. 

Camp 1 runs 14-17 June and camp 2 runs 21-24 June.

Kakadu - an historical overview
Kakadu is a living cultural landscape. Generations of Bininj Mungguy have lived on and 
cared for this country for tens of thousands of years. Sharing and looking after country have 
always been a part of the Kakadu story. The spiritual connection of Kakadu’s Aboriginal 
people with the land is globally recognised in Kakadu’s World Heritage listing, which 
honours one of the oldest living societies on earth.

The Kakadu region is culturally diverse. The Aboriginal people in the region are from several 
different clans, often speaking different languages and in some cases upholding different 
traditions. Clans consist of two or more family groups sharing ownership of an area of land. 
Clan boundaries are passed from one generation to the next, generally through the father. 
Kakadu has about 19 clan groups.

In the time before non-Aboriginal settlement, 12 languages were spoken in the Kakadu 
area. Today, only three are spoken on a regular basis: Gun-djeihmi, Kun-winjku and Jawoyn. 
Many Aboriginal people will speak two or more languages. Gun-djeihmi and Kun-winjku 
languages are regarded as dialects of one another because speakers can understand each 
other. Jawoyn is a separate language.

A national park was first suggested in the region in 1965 at a time when Australians were 
becoming more interested in declaring national parks for conservation and in recognising 
the land interests of Aboriginal people. Discussions continued over the next decade. During 
this time the name Kakadu was suggested to recognise Gagudju, an Aboriginal language 
which used to be spoken in the park.

Kakadu National Park is the largest national park in Australia, covering almost 20,000km2. It 
takes about 3 hours to drive from Darwin, and the same from Katherine.

parksaustralia.gov.au/kakadu

environment.gov.au/topics/national-parks/kakadu-national-park

parksaustralia.gov.au/kakadu
http://www.environment.gov.au/topics/national-parks/kakadu-national-park


Camp objectives
• Learn about contemporary Aboriginal lifestyle in remote Australia.
• Question and discuss cultural awareness issues in a safe and friendly environment.
• Experience culture and traditional knowledge of country.
• Experience the beauty and challenges of living in a remote setting.
• Develop understanding, skills, networks and knowledge relevant to working with 

Aboriginal people in general and particularly those in remote areas.

NTGPE expects
• Participants attend the camp with an open mind and willingness to participate and 

contribute. This is a group learning environment.
• Participants tell NTGPE staff of issues that may affect their full participation in camp 

activities (medical or otherwise).
• Participants to document pre and post camp experiences as part of learning and 

evaluation.

Participants can expect
• To be provided with a culturally, socially and physically safe environment for learning and 

engaging with the group and that is not intimidating or demeaning of their viewpoint, 
culture and/or social standing.

• An engaging, fun and thought provoking program that remains focused on meeting 
objectives. 

• Increased knowledge and understanding of Aboriginal culture and how to apply this 
knowledge practically.

Phone and internet reception
There is no phone, internet or email reception at the camp site. NTGPE staff will have a 
satellite phone in the case of emergency.

You will be provided with
• food and drinks
• cooking, eating and washing utensils
• shower and drop toilet
• chairs
• separate men and women sleeping areas
• mattress and sheet
• limited power (generator)
• repellent and sun cream
• transport to and from Kakadu



You need to bring
• medium day pack
• toiletries
• towels
• pillow
• hat and sunglasses
• walking shoes
• sandals/thongs
• bathers (optional)
• long pants/track pants (for nights)
• long sleeve shirt (for nights)
• loose fitting t-shirts
• loose long shorts/long skirts
• water bottle
• mosquito net (should you choose to sleep outside)
• still/video camera (images of Indigenous people and locations to be taken only with 

permission)
• medication
• musical instruments (OK to bring small instruments)
• books (for around camp)
• diary/journal
• cash (to buy treats, art and souvenirs)


